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Research into practice ?

Increased public awareness

Dominica
- press & radio coverage                                                                                   
- public internet discussion (+/- panic)                                                                 
- government press conference                                                                       
- community Q&A sessions                                                                                      
- tsunami safety posters

Guadeloupe / France
- less media coverage                                                                                         
- IPG/OVSG press release: 

- similar size of tsunami to those from Montserat (2003 & 2006) and Saintes quake of 2004,  
ie, limited flooding of areas <2m asl, with no casualties and minimal damage

- link landslide to future eruption of Morne aux Diables, ie, timescale of 1000’s to 10,000’s yrs

- “The scenario proposed by these researchers is not catastrophic and is of extremely low 
probability…”

University of the West Indies, Seismic Research Centre 
- highlight low probability of the hazard & importance of public awareness       
- 2009 SRC community out-reach theme: mitigating tsunami risk



Guadeloupe 
- pop. 428,000

Pointe a Pitre
- pop. 63,000                   

- commercial centre        

- container port                

- international airport       

- c. 50% < 5m asl

Flood defence
- 3m storm surge             

- tsunami   ?            
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W                                                                       EA more detailed perspective 

than the 90 m pixel Google 

Earth elevation model…..     

X-band SRTM elevation 
model (30 m pixels)

E-W traverse over Morne aux Diables summit

Further research: quantifying the size                
of the Dominica coastal landslide hazard

N  S

E-W traverse over Morne aux Diables summit

vs.

N-S traverse: note truncated & faulted N end

Data source: DLR, Germany.
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3-D Google Earth view
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Near-vertical slab:                              

150m  x 20m x 60m



1. North flank of Diables is truncated          

& has numerous E-W fractures, with 

secondary NW-SE & NE-SW trends

2. The geomorphological survey 

revealed an unstable block (c.150m   

high), on the edge of Seaman’s Cliff 

Key findings of the 
recent research:

3. VLF indicates voids & water-filled 

faults, mostly near the coastal cliffs

Thank youThank you

4. Estimated amplitude of tsunami              

waves, 50 km to the north: 1.5m to 2.8m


